Inside this Newsletter…
• Priceless Treasury Photos Discovered.
Over 3,000 photographs were found as
the Treasury Photographer’s long-time
workspace was vacated, many of great
archival value to the Department and
posterity. See pages 2 and 3.
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• Membership Renewal and Gift Forms.
Please see page 4 to renew your THA
membership or for gift membership.
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• Robert R. Fredlund. THA’s co-founder,
first president is remembered. Page 4.

Treasury Recognized for Its
Restoration/Modernization of
National Historic Building
The Department of the Treasury received
the Chairman’s Award from the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP)
on February 29, 2008. ACHP is an independent federal agency that promotes the
preservation, enhancement, and productive use of the nation’s historic resources,
and advises the President and Congress
on national historic preservation policy.
The award was presented in recognition of
the Department’s historic restoration and
appropriate modernization of the Treasury
Building, considered to be the third oldest
federal structure in Washington city, after
the White House and the Capitol Building.

THA Elections Added New
Directors and Officers;
Secretary Rubin Spoke
The Treasury Historical Association’s
Annual Membership Meeting was held on
November 28, 2007, with former Treasury
Secretary Robert E. Rubin as our guest
lecturer. Continuing THA’s former secretaries lecture series, Mr. Rubin reminisced
about his days in his Treasury post, with
fond memories of and compliments to his
staff of both appointees and careerists. Introduced to the audience by Under Secretary Robert Steel, with concluding remarks
by Secretary Henry Paulson, Mr. Rubin also
recounted to the audience some of his days
working with the two others during their
days together at Goldman Sachs.
At the meeting, THA’s election was conducted, with two new directors voted on the
Board for the 2008-2009 term — Timothy
Hunt and Robert Hill, both of the Departmental Offices. Reelected to the Board were
Cora Beebe Fosdick, Suzanne Cosme, Jack
Flood, Abby Gilbert, Gary Grippo, Paula
Mohr, Dave Monroe, Jerry Murphy, Cliff
Northup, Judy Ochs, Tom O’Malley, Charley
Powers, Elaine Rand, Lori Santamorena,
Mike Serlin, and Lillian Wright.

Also at this meeting, THA kicked-off its
multi-year Capital Development Campaign,
which is being chaired by Mike Serlin. Initial
distribution was made of THA’s 16-page
Due to THA’s role of assisting the Depart- color booklet showing the various restorament, the Association was also recognized tion initiatives that are THA’s initial project
by ACHP, receiving a partnership commen- goals for assisting the Department.
dation certificate, for the active participation taken, including funding, in Treasury’s At a later meeting, the Board elected the
officers for the forthcomrestoration initiatives.
ing two-year term: Tom
O’Malley, Dave Monroe,
and Gary Grippo will continue to serve as Chairman, President, and
Treasurer, respectively.
Lillian Wright was elected
as the new Vice President
and Lori Santamorena as
the new Secretary of
THA.
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20th Century Treasury Photos
Must be Preserved through
21st Century Technology
THA activities focus so much on the 19th
century construction of the Treasury
Building and the organizational development of Treasury bureaus, that we have
to stand back and view historical events
that occurred in “our century,” the 20th.
The priceless photographs in the Treasury collection have documented for posterity many important events.
The Department of the Treasury has had
a long tradition of documenting its history
in photographs. Architectural plans dating back to the 1890s record the existence of a Photographer’s Studio in a
separate building on the south grounds
of the Treasury Building (just north of
today’s equestrian statute of Union General William Sherman).

Architectural drawing of the Treasury Department
Photographer’s Studio, 1897
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Annex Building. During the move,
uncatalogued negatives and transparencies were in the process of being
discarded when the Office of the Curator was called upon to review the
remaining images to determine if they
were historically significant.
Some of the images were deemed to
be significant based on the people
photographed in the image (Presidents, Treasury Secretaries, etc.),
while others recorded architectural
changes in the Treasury Building over
the last half of the 20th century.
Boxes containing over 3,000 negatives and transparencies were transferred to the Office of the Curator,
where they were stored until they
could be individually inspected and
catalogued.

The stability of 4 x 5-inch, 2 x 2-inch
and 35 mm negatives and transparencies, when properly stored, is an improvement over glass negatives.
What is rapidly being lost is the ability
to produce transitional prints from
these negatives and transparencies.

A photograph of President Richard
Nixon speaking in the old fourth floor
media room of the Treasury Building
(above the Cash Room), Feb. 1969
______________________________________________

Many of the photographs depict
subject matter that is narrowly focused on people, places and
events particular to the activities of
the Treasury Department. While
interest in these particular photographs may be limited, in many
cases they are the sole visual record of these events and their existence is an invaluable resource for

That any of these photographs have survived to our era is a miracle. Fragile
glass plate negatives and strong chemicals used in processing the photographs
made many of the images from this time
period difficult to store and preserve for
future use. Undoubtedly, many important images were lost.

In 2000, the photographer’s Studio occupied a small space in the Main Treasury
Building, before it was moved across
Pennsylvania Avenue to the Treasury

During the same year, the Treasury Department completed an extensive modernization and restoration of the Main Treasury Building,
the largest construction project at
the Building in 90 years. Many of
the photographs in this new collection provide the only visual record
of the changes to the Building over
the last 50 years, leading up to the
recent project.

While it would seem as if it should be
easier to preserve photographs of the
more recent history of the Treasury
Department, the developments in digital photography and electronic image
processing have made 20th century
images obsolete at a faster rate than
those of the 19th century.

________________________________

Those images that have survived into the
21st century in many cases only exist
because the original photographs or
glass plates were eventually converted
into large formats negatives and transparencies.

Treasury Department, depicting
both the people who worked for or
visited the Department and the
changing culture of one of the oldest agencies in the Federal Government.

This is one in a series of photos taken of
armored truck money transfers on 15th
Street beside the Treasury Building, 1968
____________________________________________________________

In 2007, the Office of the Curator
completed a preliminary review of the
uncatalogued images and determined
that 1,167 images were of unique historical value. The photographs
spanned the recent history of the

THA wishes to express its appreciation to the Office of the Curator,
Office of the Assistant Secretary
(Management), Office of Headquarters Operations, as well as to the
Printing and Graphics Division, for
both offices’ assistance in providing
the materials for this article.
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researchers and historians. But on the
periphery of every image is additional
secondary information that also has
historic value.
The collection of photographs also
has many images which would have a
wider public interest. One photograph
on this page, for example, is an impromptu shot of Ted Williams, the
Washington Senators manager, taken
at a baseball game where the Treasury Department held a major Savings
Bonds rally event, complete with a
float that circled the infield before the
game to promote Savings Bonds.

Leaving the
Treasury…
Secretary John
Connally speaks
to Treasury
employees on
the steps of the
South portico,
during his farewell event on
May 31, 1972.
(Editor’s Note: On this day, the Lone Star flag of Texas flew over the Treasury Building,
along with the American flag, in respect for this former Governor of Texas.)

(National Archives and Records Administration—NARA) to try to develop
a partnership that builds on their existing scope of work and contractor resources.

A photograph of Ted Williams, the manager of the Washington Senators baseball
team, at U.S. Savings Bonds rally at
game. August 1969
___________________________________________________________

The Office of the Curator has developed a “best practices” approach to
converting the collection of negatives
and transparencies into a more permanent, user-friendly digital image
archive.
Initial efforts to bring a scope of work
to traditional print scanning services
proved unsuccessful due to electronic
archiving requirements, the amount of
touch-up work that needed to be done
to each image, and the difficulties in
moving and re-housing the negatives
and transparencies for a vendor to be
able to perform the scanning outside
the Treasury Building.
The Office of the Curator is currently
exploring the option of working with
the library and archival resources

Each transparency or negative must
go through multiple steps to complete
the digital archiving process: (1) each
image is given a unique identifying
number and any written comments
from the Treasury Photographer must
be recorded; (2) the image is cleaned
of all dust and fingerprints before
scanning;(3) once cleaned, the image
is scanned at a standard size and
resolution; (4) the scanned image is
then touched-up inn a photography
software program: (5) metadata is
assigned to each digital image; (6) a
low resolution version of the digital
image is created; (7) an 8 x 10-inch
print is made of the image; and, (8) all
materials are catalogued I stable archival folders and binders.
Federal agencies have tremendous
new opportunities to make much of
their history available to the public.
Converting historic documents and
images into a digital format helps preserve the original materials and
makes them more accessible through
the internet, allowing researchers,
teachers, and students to have access to these archival resources.
With limited funding, the Office of the
Curator has been able to demonstrate
the feasibility of this type of digitization project. Hopefully, future grants
and private sector support in partnership with THA will provide the means

for a wider appreciation of and improve access to the incredible history
of the Department of the Treasury.
=============================
Editor’s Note:
The work described in this article is part of
the project cited on page 15 of THA’s
Capital Development Campaign booklet.
The booklet was distributed to all THA
members in early December. If you did
not receive your copy — or if you need an
additional copy for another potential donor
or gift-matching opportunity of your employer, please contact THA at the telephone number listed in the block below.
We hope that you will review the Campaign booklet and either identify a project
of particular interest to you or consider a
non-designated project donation to THA in
the near future. Thank you, in advance!

Treasury Historical Association
P.O. Box 28118
Washington, DC 20038-8118
Message Line: (202) 298-0550
Website Address:
www.treasuryhistoricalassn.org
E-mail Address:
info@treasuryhistoricalassn.org
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Membership Renewal Time
Please renew your membership in
THA for 2008 by April 30, if you have
not already done so. This will help
reduce THA postage expenses of
sending reminders. Early renewal
also helps us in planning our 2008
budget and activities better.

THA’s Robert R. Fredlund,
Co-Founder & President His Vision and His Legacy

___________________________
Your Name

________________________
Street Address

__________________________
Cit/State/ZIP

Gift memberships may also be requested. THA will send the gift -giver
a tax deduction receipt and send the
gift recipient an announcement of the
gift, identifying the giver..

___________________

Members renewing above the General level may select a THA appreciation gift from the following:
-a black leather mousepad,
-a black leather business card case,
-or a commemorative ornament from
the 1990s, excluding 1993.

Home e-mail address

To renew and/or to give a gift membership, please cut out or photocopy
the column to the right and mail it to
THA at the address shown on page
3, along with your tax-deductible donation check, payable to THA.

A Message from THA’s Chairman:

THA Renewal Form

Daytime telephone

___________________
Evening telephone

__________________________
Renewal Amount (& Type) Enclosed:
$_________ (_____)
Appreciation Gift Selection: for those
renewing above General level of membership: ____________________

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Gift Membership Form
________________________
Name of Gift Recipient

__________________________
Recipient’s Street Address

The Granite Lady Videotape—
Now Half Price through April 30
This vintage 1970s movie on the history of the U.S. Mint in San Francisco
describes how the facility survived the
1906 earthquake and fires. See the
April 2007 newsletter (available on
THA’s website) for further details.
Originally
$20, now
$10; supplies are
limited.
Just send
a note to
our P.O.
box, with a
check
payable to
THA.
Please
allow 20
days for
delivery.

__________________________
Cit/State/ZIP

___________________
Daytime telephone

___________________
Evening telephone

__________________________
Recipient’s Home e-mail address
Gift Membership Amount (& Type)
Enclosed: $_________ (______)

__________________________
Gift-Giving THA Member’s Name

* * * * * * *
2008 Membership Dues

*

*

General (GEN): $20 per year or $50
for 3 years
Supporting (SUP): $60 per year
Patron (PAT): $120 per year
Life Donor (LFD): $1,500 or more, one
time. (Payment arrangements
are available in 3 installments
within a year for Life Donor
amount, if desired.)

On January 30th, Robert R. Fredlund,
co-founder and first president of THA,
and a Board member for many years
afterwards, passed away. Bob was, indeed, “Mr. Treasury” throughout his career, which began at the Department in
1938. During World War II, Bob joined
“Treasury’s Navy,” i.e. the U.S. Coast
Guard, where he remained as a reserve
officer, retiring as a Commander.
In 1948, while assigned to Treasury’s
Bureau of Federal Supply, his organization was transferred to the newly-created
General Services Administration, where
he stayed for about eight years. Yearning to return to Treasury, Bob transferred
to the Internal Revenue Service in 1957,
where he later became the Assistant
Director for Personnel.
In 1971, Bob returned to his beloved
Main Treasury Building as Director of
Administrative Services (later Administrative Programs). The very next year, Bob
was deeply immersed in planning and
orchestrating a ceremony for the Building
being designated as a National Historic
Landmark. The “electricity” of Bob’s
energy level radiated to and through all
of us who worked for him as we planned
for this grand event, complete with military bands, color guards, Ladies of Arlington House in colonial attire, and attended by crowds filling the entirety of
the South plaza, sidewalks and street of
Hamilton Place, and Sherman Park.
The following year, Bob, General Counsel Edward Schmults and Fiscal Assistant Secretary John Carlock envisioned a
need for a nonprofit organization to help
Treasury honor its history, through education and preservation of Treasury properties. On December 13, 1973, THA was
created and, again, all of us who worked
for Bob were taught the virtues of volunteerism — through his own example of
countless hours to make THA become a
valuable partner to the Treasury.
In the past third of a century, THA has
developed beyond Bob’s expectation,
and he continually expressed his appreciation for all the work of the volunteers
that made this happen. All of us who
worked for and with Bob appreciated him
as a gentleman of character, and are
grateful for his vision of creating a longlasting legacy to Treasury — THA.

Inside this Newsletter…
•
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THA Strategic Planning Initiative. The
Association has developed its 5-year Plan for
enhancing THA operations, and committee
chairs will soon be developing action plans
for implementation.

.

• Capital Development Campaign Project
Extends beyond Treasury Building. The
grounds of the Treasury have a history of
their own, and THA hopes to assist in the
restoration of Treasury’s landscapes.
• Treasury Employees’ Role in Original
Washington Nationals. See a reprise of
our August 2003 article.

THA Wins Auction of
Rare Lincoln Portrait
The Treasury Historical Association was successful in its competitive bidding for a rare portrait of President Abraham Lincoln at a Philadelphia auction house.

A. Lincoln: A Treasure Found in Philadelphia

The unsigned oil-on-canvas unframed portrait is
a 19th Century representation of the 16th president, and measures 24 x 30 inches. In obvious
need of some restoration work, the portrait was
considered by THA to be a viable potential gift
to the Department of the Treasury for its collection, given the fact that it does not currently possess an original portrait of this president who
visited the Treasury Building on many occasions.

The “alligatoring” of the finishing of the portrait
created a curiosity and concern regarding its
origin and storage. Research revealed that the
portrait was presented to the Central High
School in Philadelphia by a graduating class in
the late 1890s, but it is not known whether the
portrait was new at the time (and painted from
an earlier-created likeness of the president) or if
it was painted in earlier years, possibly during
Lincoln’s lifetime.

THA also agreed to fund a portion of the restoration of the painting, along with the Department
as a joint public-private project.

We were able to learn that the portrait was
taken down from its display location in the
school many years later – possibly after a failed
attempt to repair and restore the painting – and
stored in the school’s boiler room, which explains the alligator-skin pattern on its surface
(probably caused by steam or humidity). In
1983, when the school boiler room was being
cleared, the painting was given to an individual
who displayed it in the family home for a number of years before deciding to sell it at auction.

The restoration project revealed important information about the painting and its background.
Upon initial inspection and assessment, the
painting was believed either to have been
painted by the American portrait artist George
Healy or to possibly be a copy after Healy. A
renown portrait artist, George Healy is represented in the Treasury Collection with several
portraits, most notably the portrait of Secretary
John Sherman. We know that Healy painted
Lincoln from life numerous times, including his
last portrait of the President executed several
weeks before the assassination. He also made
copies of his own portraits and this may be a
Healy copy or a copy after a Healy original.
Further inspection and testing of the portrait
during the restoration processes indicated that
the original background is a lighter brown under
the initially-visible dark brown resin repaint. The
restorative cleaning process revealed a better
image than had been initially expected at the
time of purchase.

The art conservator who has examined and
restored the painting noted that there is evidence of “over-painting” where the original artist
(or perhaps another artist in later years) may
have modified the painting to add the beard and
possibly the cross-pattern of shirt buttons.
THA has completed the required documentation
to offer the painting to the Department as a gift,
and is currently planning an event to officially
convey it to the Treasury at an unveiling ceremony. The ideal location for this painting has
been determined to be the Secretary’s conference room, along with the Gilbert Stuart portrait
of George Washington.
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Research Reveals Treasury’s
Hidden Landscape History
Treasury is one of five sites that comprise
“President’s Park,” a historically significant
setting that consists of the White House, the
Treasury Building, Lafayette Park, the Ellipse,
and the Eisenhower Executive Office Building
(formerly the State, War and Navy Building).
Several extensive histories have already
been written on the Treasury building, and the
National Park Service has developed a detailed report on the landscape history of
President’s Park since the late eighteenth
century.
What has been lacking is a definitive landscape history of the Treasury building. This
deficiency was recently ameliorated when the
Treasury Curator’s Office partnered with the
Historic Preservation Program of the University of Maryland in producing a comprehensive historical landscape study of the Treasury grounds. By documenting the history and
evolution of the Treasury grounds, the report
has identified significant resources and provides documentation for future preservation,
interpretation, restoration, reconstruction and
development projects.
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Charles L’Enfant to the present day. The
primary focus is from 1836, when architect
Robert Mills began construction of the
third (present) Treasury building, to 1950,
when the current appearance of the
grounds had taken shape.
Throughout this period, the Treasury landscape was influenced by many important
figures in the history of architecture and
landscape architecture. These included:
Robert Mills, who prepared the first site
plans for improving the grounds; Andrew
Jackson Downing, whose distinctive design style permeated into the Treasury
landscape from President’s Park; Isaiah
Rogers, who began the first major development of the grounds during the Civil
War; Alfred B. Mullett, whose tenure as
Supervising Architect of the Treasury witnessed the greatest comprehensive improvement to the grounds; George Burnap, who developed a large-scale tree
and shrub plan; and, Anne Baker, whose
1939 design for the southwest rose garden is one of the last major landscaping
projects implemented at Treasury.
The Treasury grounds have also experienced the addition and removal of historical landscape elements. These include

In general, the Treasury landscape
progressed from a state of near barrenness to one with lavish parterres, a
wide selection of plantings, and substantial ornamentation distinguishing it
from its Pennsylvania Avenue
neighbors.
This detailed landscaping served to
accentuate the monumental architecture of the Treasury building, providing
a significant setting as well as an outgrowth of the building itself. Today,
however, much of the Treasury landscaping is minimal and simplistic, especially when compared to other
Washington sites such as the White
House and the Capitol grounds.
Recommendations reached through
careful documentary analysis are included at the end of the report to assist
the Department in preserving, restoring, and reconstructing specific landscape plans and developing period
appropriate designs. The recommendations primarily focus on the building’s North and South grounds where
there has been the most change.
In terms of the South Grounds, owing
to the lack of available documentation,
a nineteenth-century period appropriate design would not attain a comparable level of accuracy. For these reasons, the southwest lawn recommendation focuses on a reconstruction of
Anne Baker’s 1939 rose garden. It is
within this plan that specific varieties of
roses were enumerated along with
boxwood hedges. Likewise, the southeast lawn would also incorporate
roses, based on the 1912 and 1940
plans.
No major plantings were undertaken
on the north grounds during the twentieth century. The existing documentation for Mullett’s initial design for the
North grounds and subsequent improvements by his successors would
recommend a mid-to- late nineteenthcentury period appropriate landscape
for Treasury’s North lawn.

The Downing Plan for President's Park
____________________________________
Specifically, the curatorial landscape history
examines the major changes to the Treasury
Building’s landscape beginning with the original design of Washington, D.C., by Pierre

monumental granite fountains, major
changes to the cast iron perimeter fence
and gates, the construction and repair of
the granite terraces leading to the principal porticos and the erection of statues
honoring secretaries Alexander Hamilton
and Albert Gallatin.

THA wishes to express its appreciation to the Office of the Curator,
Office of the Assistant Secretary
(Management), Office of Headquarters Operations for its assistance in
providing tmaterials for this article.
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Treasury’s Early Landscape
Visible in 2000 Ornament —
Special Offer for Members
In 2000, well before THA identified its involvement in assisting the Department in
the restoration of the landscaping of the
grounds of the Treasury Building, THA
issued a commemorative ornament to
recognize the establishment of Washington DC as the Nation’s Capital. Included
in the ornament design are two ceramic
stones with images of the first Treasury
Building (1800—1833) and the current
one, with landscape features represented,
as they appeared in those respective timeframes.

Proposed Landscape Plan for the South
Lawn, 1935, Thomas Sears, Philadelphia

_________________________________
Recognizing the significance of Treasury’s
historic landscape, the Treasury Historical
Association has identified the restoration
of period landscape of the South and
North lawns in its current Capital Development Campaign. It is hoped that donations
to the THA campaign from members and
others will recognize the importance of the
Treasury landscape restoration as both an
enhancement to the Treasury Building and
an important contribution to President’s
Park and our Nation’s Capital.

=============================
Editor’s Note:
The work to be done, as described in this
article, is part of the project cited on pages
10 and 11 of THA’s Capital Development
Campaign booklet.
The booklet was distributed to all THA
members in December 2007, along with a
donor card and return envelope. If you did
not receive your copy — or if you need an
additional copy for another potential donor
or gift-matching opportunity of your employer, please contact THA at the telephone number listed in the block to the
right.
We hope that you will review the Campaign booklet and either identify a project
of particular interest to you or consider a
non-designated project donation to THA in
the near future.
Thank you for your generosity!

Association Developing
5-Year Strategic Plan
The Board of Directors participated in several meetings in the past few months to
develop a long-term Strategic Plan for
THA, through a committee chaired by Tim
Hunt. This is the first concerted effort in
13 years to document THA’s future years’
goals and activities, as well as redefine
the Association’s vision and mission.

THA has only 200 remaining ornaments of
the 2,500 produced in 2000, and is offering them to its current members at a special price of $12 plus $3 shipping and
handling for the first ornament and $1 s&h
for each additional ornament.
To order, please send a note to THA at
the address shown below, along with a
check payable to THA in the amount of
$15 for one ornament and $13 for each
additional ornament. Please allow 3
weeks for delivery.

Major areas of focus in developing the
Plan included membership expansion,
coordination with other similar organizations, internal day-to-day operations of
THA, and expansion of our education efforts — including lecture programs, website enhancements, and exhibits.
Initial implementation has begun with the
Membership Committee examining ways
to expand the reach of the Association.
Other THA committees will become involved in the implementation as each
chair presents action plans for the Board’s
approval.
Further details will be provided in future
newsletters.
Treasury Historical Association
P.O. Box 28118
Washington, DC 20038-8118
Message Line: (202) 298-0550
Website Address:
www.treasuryhistoricalassn.org
E-mail Address:
info@treasuryhistoricalassn.org
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Treasury Employees’ Role
in DC’s Baseball History
(Copied from “The 1860's: When Men Were
Men and They Played Baseball in Washington
DC,” with permission of Smithsonian Civil War
E-mail Newsletter, July 2003, Vol. 5, No. 10.)

For a city that doesn't have a team of its
own [Ed. Note: i.e., at the time this was
written in 2003], it's hard to believe there
was a time when baseball held sway in the
District of Columbia, played regularly on
the lawn right in front of the President's
House. Of course, the story of baseball
didn't start here, but it was the soldiers stationed in Washington DC during the Civil
War that propelled the sport into the National Pastime we know today.
The game originated, or evolved, from
common street games in the larger cities
of England and the US. Before the modern
version, there were many variations and a
variety of names for the sport, including
town ball, baste ball, pick-up, and goal ball.
As the country urbanized and industrialized, people had more free time and
needed outdoor recreation. Unlike its
predecessors, baseball started not as a
game reserved for city street urchins, but
as a gentleman's sport.
One afternoon in 1842, a group of well to
do young men in New York City met in a
vacant lot to play "baseball." The event was
so popular that they were playing groups
from as far away as Hoboken. Before long,
there were organized leagues and written
rules for the game. This was done not by
General Abner Doubleday, but Alexander
Cartwright, bank clerk and member of the
first organized team, the Knickerbocker Ball
Club of New York City.
It was Alexander Cartwright who wrote out
the first rules of baseball. His rules instituted foul lines, limited teams to nine players, games to nine innings, fields shaped in
a "diamond," determined that three strikes
made an out, with three outs per inning.
The few differences from today's game are
mostly in the language. Outfielders were
called scouts; the pitcher's mound was the
pitcher's point; runs were called aces; batters were called strikers. Fans were called
cranks (some still are); players were fined
for disrespect or using profanity (rarely today); the first team reaching 21 “aces” won;
and, bunting the ball was held in low esteem. The ball clubs originally voted
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This Smithsonian Institution article was
provided to our members with permission
of SI in THA’s August 2003 Newsletter.
Now that Washington, DC once again has
a “home team” after many intervening
years, we thought our readers would enjoy reviewing Treasury employees’ role in
the original Washington Nationals team.

against uniforms because they didn't
want to look like a "flock of birds" on
the field
Team membership was by election to
the club, which limited membership to
the upper social classes. Even attendance at games was by invitation only.
(This didn't stop free African Americans
in the city from starting their own clubs).
By 1860 there were 50 established
baseball teams. But baseball wasn't
America's pastime quite yet. It wasn't
until some of these New Yorkers came
to Washington to play -not baseball, but
war; not in striped flannel shirts and
straw hats but kepis and blue uniforms
of shoddy wool-that baseball became
democratized.
The newly arrived New York soldiers
found that the clerks in the Treasury
Department already had formed the
Washington Base Ball Club with a winning team, the Washington Nationals.
It didn't take long to organize games
between the Washington teams and the
New York regiments. The New Yorkers
usually won, with scores like 62 to 22,
and 41 to 13. (They didn't always use
the New York rules.)
The game's growing popularity alarmed
the owners of Washington's famous
Willard's and Ebbitt's taverns, who
feared losing good-paying customers
and the soldier trade to this more wholesome endeavor. Throughout the war,
baseball was played on the President's
Park (Ellipse), at the grounds of the
Capitol, in the forts surrounding the outskirts of Washington, and wherever
troops were encamped.
It wasn't the rules, but the soldiers
themselves that made baseball the
all-American team sport we know today.
Players were chosen for their athletic
ability, not their social standing. Officers joined the soldiers and competed

as equals on the field. Although the
wartime game required using poles
or fence rails instead of regulation
bats, and balls made of tied rags,
the games went on and the fans
roared with every hit.
Baseball enhanced camaraderie,
sustained the soldiers' morale,
helped pass the time, and united
the soldiers to their cause like nothing else could. When the war
ended, the soldiers returned home
bringing the game to every corner
of the country, along with a new
sense of democracy and union.
Why do they say Abner Doubleday
invented baseball? The answer —
marketing! Albert G. Spaulding was
a former pitcher who later started a
company to manufacture baseball
equipment. It was long after the
Civil War, and nearing baseball's
50th anniversary, when Spaulding
searched for documentary evidence
that baseball was invented in America. His goal was to establish a patriotic theme for the 50th celebration, and to increase his bottom
line. Eventually, a letter came to
him with unverified statements that
it was Abner Doubleday, the famous Civil War general from Cooperstown, New York, who invented
the game.
By this time, every young boy had
memories of seeing aging veterans
march or hobble in their own's
Fourth of July or "Decoration" Day
parades. The Civil War was now
idealized and romanticized, with
very few people left who remembered the agony and horror of it.
For Spaulding, it was a natural!
Doubleday and the Civil War,
combined with New York, home of
the first ball club, was enough for
Spaulding to promulgate the myth
while he promoted baseball and
potential sales of his company's
regulation balls, bats, and uniforms.
Luckily for Spaulding, neither Doubleday nor Alexander Cartwright,
the real "inventor" of baseball, was
available to correct the record.
Baseball and marketing, two of
America's favorite pastimes, and
both invented in America! It was a
natural!

Inside this Newsletter…
• THA Annual Meeting. The Annual Membership Meeting will be held on December 5, at
noon, in the Cash Room.

December 2008

• Original 1860 Decorative Painting Discovered in South Wing. Recent uncovering of
decorative art painting in South wing offices
presents restoration opportunity for THA.

• Treasury Annual Holiday Sale. THA has
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again been invited to participate in the holiday
sale event for Treasury employees in the Cash
Room on December 4, 10 am to 3 pm.

THA Annual Meeting
Slated for December 5
The Annual Membership Meeting will be held in
the Cash Room of the Treasury Building at noon
on Friday, December 5, 2008. Invited speaker
is Mary Beth Corrigan curator of the PNC Bank,
successor to the Riggs National Bank, “the bank
of Presidents,” located directly across Pennsylvania Avenue from the Treasury Building.
In acquiring Riggs, PNC found itself in the enviable position of owning a priceless collection of
extraordinary financial documents of presidents,
congressmen, senators, and other people who
are significant to the history of the country. Ms.
Corrigan will present a description of some of
the most significant items in the collection.

Treasury Holiday Sale
Event For Employees
Once again, THA has been invited to participate
in the annual employee holiday sale event in the
Cash Room, along with other non-profit organizations. This year, the event will
be held on Thursday, December 4, from 10 am to 3 pm.
THA and other invited organizations will offer a variety of items
for sale as potential holiday
gifts.

THA Gives Treasury
Rare Lincoln Portrait
and $100,000 Donation
As reported in the last THA newsletter, the
Treasury Historical Association was successful
in bidding for a rare portrait of President Abraham Lincoln at a Philadelphia auction house.
Following examination and research by an expert conservator, the painting underwent significant restoration and was inserted in a periodappropriate gilded frame, suitable for display
next to Gilbert Stewart’s image of George
Washington in the Secretary’s Conference
Room, which is available for viewing by visitors
during the Treasury Saturday Tour Program.
On September 23, in a special ceremony in the
Cash Room of the Treasury Building, THA’s
president, David J. Monroe, unveiled the restored Lincoln portrait and presented it to the
Department as a gift to Treasury’s collection.
Receiving the painting on behalf of the Department, Treasury’s Deputy Secretary, Robert M.
Kimmitt, not only expressed his appreciation for
the Lincoln portrait, but also recognized and
thanked THA, its members and its donors for
the continued support provided to Treasury over
the past 35 years.
Following the unveiling of the portrait and presentation to Deputy Secretary Kimmitt, THA’s
Board Chairman, Thomas P. O’Malley, made
the presentation of THA’s check in the amount
of $100,000. This represented the first installment of a specific project in THA’s multi-year
Capital Development Campaign, specifically to
be used towards an endowment fund for the
Treasury collection of fine art and furnishings.
THA’s Campaign Chairman Michael D. Serlin
provided additional details of THA’s fundraising
to the audience, seeking continued support.

THA also uses this event as an
opportunity to introduce the
Association to Treasury employees, and to inform them
about the Association’s missions and assistance to the
Department over the past 35
years.
THA wishes to express its appreciation to the Office of the
Curator for its assistance in
providing materials for the
article that appears on page 2.

THA officers present a $100,000 contribution to the Department.
From left, THA Board Chairman Tom O’Malley, Capital Development Campaign Chairman Mike Serlin, Deputy Secretary Robert
Kimmitt, and THA President Dave Monroe.
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Historic Decorative Painting
of South Wing Reappears
One of the unique characteristics about the
Treasury Building is that it’s construction period lasted about 36 years. This long period of
construction spans influences and changes in
architectural styles, decorative motifs, and
building technologies. Perhaps no other section of the Building illustrates these agents of
change more than the South wing. The design of this wing was a dramatic departure
from the more austere classicism of the East
and Center wings when completed in 1860.
In recent years, the general history of the
design and construction of the South wing
has been well documented by the Curator’s
Office. Less is known about the decorative
embellishments to the public corridors and
executive offices of the South wing during
and after their period of construction. In some
cases. research has turned up documentation
that demonstrates the intent or the execution

of decorative paint schemes in specific areas
of the South wing; yet, to date, no physical
evidence of the decorative painting has been
uncovered to support the documentation. In
other cases, the reverse is true and exposures of historic decorative finishes many
layers below today’s surface paint layer have
been uncovered in areas where it was never
believed they would exist and there are no
archival documents describing them.
One area where documentation and other
precedents around the Building indicated that
there should be decorative painting is the
walls and the ceilings of the large pier or pavilion offices on the second and third floors of
the South wing flanking the central portico
entrance. Historically, these offices have
been occupied by deputy secretaries, under
secretaries, assistant secretaries, solicitors,
bureau heads and, sometimes, one or two of
their clerks. One of these rooms, the office on
the west side of the South entrance portico on
the second floor (Room 2324), displayed a
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decorative border along the
walls at the ceiling height in
historic photos. In 2005,
during the Treasury Building
& Annex Renovation and
Restoration (TBARR) project, this room was a location designated by the Curator’s Office for additional
investigation of the historic
finishes.
Conservators carefully removed modern paint layers
at the approximate locations
where a decorative border
Reproduction canvas panel in Room 2324
was seen in the historic photos. Gradually, several decorative patterns began to emerge from beEditor’s Note:
neath the paint layers and enough of the
over painting was carefully removed to
The work to be done in Room 2324, as
enable experts to determine the entire
described in this article, is the project
pattern and the full range of colors used in cited on page 14 of THA’s Capital Develthe border treatment. The conservators
opment Campaign booklet.
then prepared a canvas
The booklet was distributed to all THA
mock-up replicating the
members last year with a donor card and
historic decorative borreturn envelope. If you did not receive
der based on the physical evidence uncovered. your copy, or if you need an additional
copy for another potential donor or giftThis preservation activmatching opportunity of your employer,
ity was taking place
please contact THA.
simultaneously with
necessary construction
We hope that you will review the Camto modernize the room’s paign booklet and either identify a project
utilities and other eleof particular interest to you or consider a
ments, as part of the
non-designated project donation to THA
TBARR project.
in the near future. Please consider
Recognizing that there
was not time to modify
the TBARR contract’s
scope of work for the modernization of
Room 2324, the Curator’s Office was able
to protect the majority of the wall plaster in
the room, preserving the original decorative painting that remains beneath the
many layers of modern finishes. Concurrently, a small section of the decorative
border was replicated on canvas and installed in the room as a representation
(and a reminder) that there is an opportunity in this room to return to a documented
historic paint scheme in the future.
The historic decoratively painted border
uncovered in Room 2324 has a similar
chronology as the period of the decorative
painting of the South wing’s Salmon
Chase Suite, holding out the possibility
that there may be a decoratively painted
ceiling in Room 2324 as well. The

decoratively painted ceilings for both
third floor South wing pavilion offices
were confirmed through paint analysis
during the TBARR project.

THA’s restoration campaign for a yearend tax-deductible gift.
Also, remember that THA participates in
the CFC Campaign — #34342.
Thank you for your generosity!
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